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Reviewers 
PraiseEA 
Reference and Subscri.ption 
Books Reviews: "Indispensable. 
. . . As a result of the work's current 
and extensive coverage and the con-
tinuing high demand for the type of 
data found in the Encyclopedia of As-
socia ions, it remains one of the most 
usefui and essential titles in "any li-
brary's reference collection." (Book-
list, April1, 1979) 
American Reference Books An-
nual 1981: "This is the only com-
prehensive source of detailed informa-
tion concerning American national, 
nonprofit membership organizations . 
. .. This well-known reference set is 
heavily used in almost all libraries." 
1982 editior just pu~lisl 
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16th Edition 
..... 
Over 90% of the entries in the 16th edition have been revised 
to reflect new addresses, phone numbers, executive names, or 
other important items of information. For over 25 years EA 
has been the standard reference book for locating those as-
sociations that information seekers turn to for highly qualified 
sources. The new, 1982 edition tells you exactly whom to 
write, phone, or visit for information too fresh to appear in 
books and periodicals. 
Vol. 1 • National Organizations of the U.S. 
Describes 15,400 organizations in 17 subject categories. En-
. tries give official name of group, popular name or acronym, 
, phone number, chief executive, number of members, 
publications, convention schedule, and more. 
ive 47,000-line keyword/alphabetical index . 
BN 0-81 03-0144-X. $135.00. 
agraphic and Executive Indexes 
indexes give organization name, chief execu-
tive, address, phone number, and the entry number of the 
more detailed organization entry in Volume 1. 900pp. ISBN 
0-8103-0145-8. $120.00. 
Vol. 3 • New Associations and Projects 
An inter-edition, cumulatively indexed supplement that re-
ports on new groups concerned with the latest problems and 
ideas. ISBN 0-81 03-0130-X. Subscription, $135.00. 
EA is availah i' on Standing Order. (5% discount for 
Standing Orders.) 
All Gale books are sent on 90-day approval. 
CustomerS; outside the U.S. and Canada add 10% 
